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For the whole day, the rest of my life was refining pill. 

After Zhang Wanqiu and Ye Qianxia finished sorting out the medicinal materials, they both stood by and 

carefully observed Yu Sheng’s alchemy. 

But both of them just watched the heat. 

As the saying goes, the outer door looks hot, and the inner door looks at the doorway. 

The two of them didn’t know much about Chinese medicine, let alone the magical technique of alchemy. 

However, the two of them had their own thoughts, even if they didn’t see Dong, they were always by 

their side. 

Du Fei asked someone to bring lunch for lunch. Although Yirenju was not far from here, he knew that 

Yusheng couldn’t spare time to eat when he was practicing alchemy, so he could only bring it. 

Then set up a table and ate together in the pharmacy. 

“The blood-spreading heart-saving pills you made last time are all sold out. How many more furnaces do 

you want to refine?” Du Fei smiled at the dinner table. 

“How about the price?” Yu Sheng asked. 

“One million, haha, there are quite a few people who buy it.” Du Fei smiled. 

One million? 

Several beautiful women were shocked, this alchemy is so profitable. 

“That kind of ordinary pill can be sold for one million pills, so I am afraid that someone will buy one 

hundred million pills for my longevity pill.” Yu Sheng said with some surprise. 

The longevity pill he is refining can extend its life span by almost ten years. In fact, if you buy it to those 

big men, one billion will be bought by someone. 

It’s just that Yu Sheng doesn’t know the market well. 

“For sure, even if it can only extend life for one year, 50 million people will buy it, not to mention your 

pill can extend life for ten years.” Du Fei said. 

Extend life span by ten years? 

Both Zhang Wanqiu and Ye Qianxia’s eyes widened, this is simply a magic pill! 

“Yu, Master Yu, do you say that the elixir you are refining can extend your life by ten years?” Zhang 

Wanqiu looked at Yu Sheng with excitement. 

She finally understood why her father admired Master Yu so much, and even urged her to approach 

Master Yu proactively. 

“Well, how much do you think this longevity pill can be sold for?” Yu Sheng asked curiously. 

Since it was Zhang Wanqiu’s grandfather who was in the medicinal material business, he felt that Zhang 

Wanqiu should know some markets. 

“If life can be extended for ten years, 500 million or even 1 billion, someone will definitely buy it.” Zhang 

Wanqiu said firmly. 

“Is the pill now so expensive?” Yu Sheng smiled somewhat surprised. 

“Of course, Master, you don’t know that even if my grandfather is like a Chinese medical expert, he 

doesn’t know how to make alchemy. I dare say that your alchemy technique is unique on the earth. You 

refined it. Pills, countless people want to buy, but there is nowhere to buy them. It’s hard to find a pill,” 

Zhu Xiaoshu also said. 

“Yeah.” Yu Sheng nodded. He learned this alchemy from the Nine Profound Heaven Scriptures. This Nine 



Profound Heaven Scripture is called the Ancient Qishu, and it is normal for the contents on it to be lost. 

He looked at Du Fei and said, “You can do a little bit, but I must go tomorrow and the day after 

tomorrow.” 

Sanxue Jiuxin Pill is just an ordinary healing medicine. The medicinal materials needed are not difficult to 

find. The most difficult to find is the main medicine with a century-old ingredient. 

Today Zhang Wanqiu sent so many medicinal materials with centuries-old ingredients, which can be 

used to refine common healing pills such as Sanxue Jiuxin Pill. 

“Yes, you can do it anytime.” Du Fei smiled. 

Last time for the rest of his life, he refined a few furnaces of pills, which he sold and made a net profit of 

more than 40 million. 

Zhang Wanqiu and Ye Qianxia are a little envious, but they can only envy them. 

After lunch, Yu Sheng continued to practice alchemy. Zhang Wanqiu saw the afternoon and saw that Yu 

Sheng was still practicing alchemy while teaching Zhu Xiaoshu’s pharmacological knowledge, so she left. 

Ye Qianxia waited until the evening, when Yu Sheng refined the Qiang Sheng Pill, took the Qiang Sheng 

Pill, and gave Yu Sheng an ancient book before leaving. 

Originally Yu Sheng wanted her to stay, but Ye Qianshuang directly refused.  
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For two consecutive days, the rest of his life has basically been refining pill. 

Refining alchemy is an extremely mentally exhausting task, and he has to make alchemy continuously, 

and while teaching Zhu Xiaoshu, he appears a little physically and mentally exhausted. 

However, as a master martial artist, he just worked for a while, and the exhaustion on his body 

disappeared. 

In the past two days, he has also refined a lot of pills, and the one that excites him the most is Da Pei 

Yuan Pill. 

Even though he only made two furnaces, it also improved his cultivation a lot. 

Then Yu Sheng picked up a chat and called Bai Yulan, Zhang Shengquan, Zhu Qingshan and others, saying 

that the pill they wanted had been refined, and asked them to pick it up at Yirenju at noon tomorrow. 

After receiving the call from Yu Sheng, several people were very excited. The miraculous medicine is 

equivalent to a life, and they all looked a little ecstatic. 

The next day, Yu Sheng hosted a banquet to entertain everyone in Yirenju. 

Everyone arrived early to welcome the rest of their lives. 

Today is the weekend. For the rest of my life, I don’t need to send my son to school, so I slept at home 

for a few more hours. 

Because he had been cultivating all the time, he hadn’t had a good sleep for a long time. 

After eleven o’clock, he got up to cook for Xiao Shui. Seeing that Gao Qing was also at home, he asked 

Xiao Shui to go out to play with Gao Qing. 

During this period of time, it may be that the last time the rest of his life was forced to die by Li Hongsu 

brought a great shadow to Gao Qing. Gao Qing’s attitude towards Yu Sheng has undergone a great 

change, and her attitude towards Xiaoshui has also become better, from time to time. Will take Xiaoshui 

out to play. 

Then go to Yirenju. 

At Yirenju, just after Yu Sheng had parked his car, Bai Yulan, Zhang Shengquan, Zhang Wanqiu, Zhu 

Qingshan, and Zhu Xiaoshu all went out to greet them. 



Such a big battle immediately made other diners curious. 

But when I saw the r8 that Yu Sheng opened, I understood everything. 

Seeing Yu Sheng’s arrival, everyone clasped their fists to Yu Sheng: “Congratulations to Master Yu!” 

Yu Sheng glanced at everyone and said with a smile: “You guys came very early, when did you arrive?” 

Zhang Shengquan chuckled and said, “It’s rare for Master Yu to set up the game. Of course, we have to 

come early. This is also a respect for you.” 

Magnolia also smiled and said: “Yes, and you still practiced alchemy for us. Of course we have to come 

early.” 

For today’s dinner, Magnolia dressed up and put on an elegant and noble black long dress. The tulle 

lining outlines her flawless curves, but it does not appear glamorous, but has a different kind of unique 

charm. . 

The slim figure is matched with her beautiful and exquisite facial features, and her temperament is 

displayed to the fullest. 

For the rest of his life, he couldn’t help but look at it a few more times. Today’s white magnolia did give 

him a unique beauty. 

At this time, Zhang Wanqiu blushed and walked to Yu Sheng’s side and bowed to Yu Sheng Yingying, 

giving people a little girl like Xiaojiabiyu. 

Zhang Wanqiu was originally that kind of cold, arrogant and solitary character, but now that he has the 

rest of his life in his heart, the smile on his face is like a flower blooming in the spring sun, a bit more shy 

and feminine. 

At this time, she looked at Yu Sheng, with a faint red fei on her cheeks. 

When the white Magnolia next to her saw this, a flash of surprise flashed across her eyes. 

As a woman, she could feel Zhang Wanqiu’s intentions for Yu Sheng, which made her feel a little more 

hostile. 

Whether it is considered from the family level or her own selfishness, she, who has always been 

arrogant, feels that a strange man like Yu Sheng is the right match for her. 

Even if she knew that Yu Sheng already had a family, she was always thinking about how to take the rest 

of her life. 

A woman standing at her height, dealing with feelings and marriage, is no longer understandable by 

ordinary women. 

Their feelings and marriage are no longer pure. 

Yu Sheng pretended not to understand the thoughts of Bai Yulan and Zhang Wanqiu, and said with a 

smile: “I am a person who is always easy-going and casual. 

As soon as he finished speaking, Zhu Xiaoshu took his hand openly and said with a smile: “Master, you 

are here, to wait for you to eat together, but I don’t even have breakfast.”  
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The sudden appearance of Zhu Xiaoshu also interrupted the embarrassment between Bai Yulan and 

Zhang Wanqiu. Yu Sheng also took advantage of the trend and walked inside first with Zhu Xiaoshu. 

The others smiled and hurriedly followed. 

For the rest of his life, Du Fei asked Du Fei to arrange the emperor’s bag. As soon as the rest of his life 

arrived, he immediately arranged the food. 

He invited only these people to arrange the emperor package, because he felt that these people 

respected him very much, and he couldn’t be stingy. 



Of course, even if he asks these big guys to eat the roadside stall, everyone is very happy and willing. 

The wine I drank today is the most famous 100-year-old Moutai in Qian Province. There are more than 

50,000 bottles on the market. Sometimes you can’t buy it if you have money. 

The dishes are also the best dishes in Yirenju. The configuration of this table is more than one million. 

Only the real boss can afford it. 

Yu Sheng is a person who likes to communicate with courtesy. Although Zhang Shengquan and others 

respect him like a god, he will not really regard himself as a god. 

People respect each other. 

Especially the big guys at their level. 

Magnolia took the lead and sat on Yu Sheng’s right. 

Upon seeing this, Zhang Shengquan hurriedly smiled and said, “Master Yu, the little girl has been 

admiring you for a long time in late autumn, so let her sit on your left and serve you tea and pour the 

bar.” 

Zhang Wanqiu’s face was reddened, and he wanted to sit down to Yu Sheng’s left. At this time, Zhu 

Xiaoshu sat down first with a smile. Zhang Wanqiu was a little embarrassed and had to sit down next to 

Zhu Xiaoshu. 

“The matter of serving tea and pouring wine, of course let my apprentice come.” Zhu Xiaoshu smiled. 

“That’s what it should be.” Zhang Shengquan laughed. 

“Sit down, don’t be polite.” Yu Sheng greeted. 

Everyone waits for Yu Sheng to sit down before taking a seat. This is also a respect for Yu Sheng. 

After they were all seated, Zhu Xiaoshu poured good wine for the rest of his life, and everyone else filled 

a glass. 

Yu Sheng picked up the cup and said, “Everyone, in Qiancheng, we can recognize each other because of 

fate. For the rest of my life, I will accept your love and give me a bit of face. 

I wish the granddaughter of the genius doctor is my only disciple, Miss Bai and the head of the Zhang 

family, are also important partners of my science and technology park project. Speaking of which, they 

are all a family. In the future, I hope we can continue to cooperate perfectly. 

I won’t talk too much nonsense, I respect you for this cup. ” 

Yu Sheng said that he touched the glass to everyone and drank it in one gulp. 

Zhang Shengquan and the others hurriedly picked up the cups and drank them in one sip, all fearing to 

neglect Master Yu. 

Among them, the amount of white magnolia was not very good, and this one half and two was filled 

with white wine, and immediately coughed. 

“Yes, I’m sorry…” Magnolia’s entire face was embarrassing like a ripe red apple, and she didn’t even dare 

to look at Yu Sheng. 

Upon seeing this, Yu Sheng said to the waiter: “Bring a cup of Lafite from 82 years.” 

The waiter hurriedly said: “Brother Yu, there is no Lafite in 1982. Yesterday there were two bottles left, 

both of which were taken by Brother Fei.” 

“Master Yu, don’t need it, I just drank it a little anxiously just now, not too used to it, I will get used to 

drinking two more glasses.” Bai Yulan said hurriedly. 

“Nothing. Drinking is just for fun. You can drink anything. You can’t drink white wine, just drink the red 

bar.” 

Yu Sheng smiled slightly and said to the waiter: “Then the best bottle of red wine.” 

“Okay, Brother Yu, please wait a moment.” The waiter answered and went to get the red wine. 



Magnolia looked at Yu Sheng very gratefully, and her heart was warm. 

Next, Zhang Shengquan and others began to toast Yu Sheng’s wine, anyway, they knew that Yu Sheng 

had a lot of alcohol, and they were not afraid to get Yu Sheng drunk. 

After thirty years of drinking, Yu Sheng finally came to the topic. 

It is also the god pill that everyone cares most about today. 

He took out a few pills of medicine bottles, and everyone’s eyes suddenly lighted up.  
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“This is the pill that I have refined in the past two days, and it is also the divine pill that I have promised 

to refine for you.” 

Yu Sheng pointed to the pill bottle and said. 

Everyone was immediately excited, and they were here for this god pill today, and all of them wanted to 

see the charm of the god pill immediately. 

Yu Sheng opened the bottle and poured the pill on a clean scarf, and ten yellow pill that exuded the 

fragrance of the medicine suddenly appeared in front of everyone. 

Especially Magnolia and Zhu Xiaoshu who were sitting next to Yu Sheng, just smelling the fragrance of 

the medicine, they all felt very relaxed and happy. 

Yu Sheng glanced at the people and said: “Everyone, the medicine I refined this time, it is not an 

exaggeration for you to call it a magical medicine, because it is indeed a magical medicine in this world.” 

“Does it really exist like a magic drug?” 

Everyone was already excited and speechless. 

I was satisfied that Yu Sheng could give them a pill that was better than the ordinary pill, but didn’t 

expect it to be a magical medicine like a magical medicine. 

Yu Sheng said at this time: “The pill that I refine is unique in this world. Even if you use the most 

powerful high-tech, you can’t refine it. 

I dare not say that my pill can save the dead and turn the living into immortals, but it can also play a role 

in strengthening the health, longevity and longevity, and curing all diseases. 

Even before a person is about to die, as long as there is a breath, one can be saved after taking my 

medicine. It is not a problem to live another five to ten years. 

Therefore, after you get it, you must be cautious, not as a last resort, and don’t swallow it all at once. ” 

Everyone was horrified and unbearable, this time the medicine, unexpectedly to this point? ! 

The pill that I poured out for the rest of my life was the longevity pill. 

This longevity pill was mainly to help the old man refining the child, but the old man had enough to eat 

one, and he could not eat it all at once, otherwise his body would definitely not be able to bear it. 

The longevity pill was made into one furnace, exactly ten. His plan was to give four white magnolias. 

After all, the main medicine of the longevity pill was provided by Mr. Bai. 

Then he gave Zhang Shengquan one more for the remaining seven, and one for Zhu Qingshan, and he 

kept the last four for himself. 

A crowd of people looked at the crystal clear and white longevity pill, and everyone’s breathing began to 

rush. 

Among these people, Zhu Qingshan, the oldest, was the most excited. 

Even when he heard what Yu Sheng had just said, his usual indifferent manner of being a genius doctor 

couldn’t keep up. 

He has been suffering from old illnesses. The last time he was treated for Mr. Bai, he could not 



administer the injection, so he had to instruct his granddaughter Zhu Xiaoshu to administer the 

injection. 

It is because of the old wounds on his body that have not been able to be cured, which has caused him 

to suffer from the pain all these years. 

If what Yu Sheng said was true, then this crystal clear medicine with a strong fragrance would be able to 

completely cure his old illness. 

This of course made it difficult for him to maintain the appearance of a genius doctor. 

Magnolia was also very excited. 

She has always believed that Yu Sheng is the real genius doctor, and decisively asked Yu Sheng to help 

her grandfather last time. 

Last time Yu Sheng said that she would make a longevity pill for her grandfather, and one pill would 

increase her grandfather’s life span by ten years. 

Although there is no doubt in my heart for the rest of my life, it does sound like a fantasy. 

Seeing that Yu Sheng really made the Longevity Pill today, her eyes were full of heat when she looked at 

Yu Sheng. 

They can’t have an old man in the Bai family. If the old man can live for another ten years, coming home 

for them in vain is definitely the best message. 

As for Zhang Shengquan, Yu Sheng had already promised to give him at least one magic drug, and he 

was also very excited at this time. 

Yu Sheng looked at the crowd and said lightly: “It’s not that I’m bragging. The problems that modern 

medicine cannot overcome, such as diabetes, kidney failure, lung cancer and other malignant diseases, 

can be cured only by taking this medicine.” 

What? Even cancer can be cured! ! ! 

Everyone is no longer calm, shocked on the spot!  
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Although the diseases Yu Sheng said casually are very common, they are all serious illnesses that are 

difficult to cure in modern medicine. 

Not to mention that taking medicine is not good, there is no cure even when going abroad. 

Especially for cancer, there is no country in the world that can cure it completely. 

There is also diabetes, which is called an undead cancer, which is very torturous and one of the serious 

illnesses that cannot be cured. 

But for the rest of his life, a single god pill can cure it. 

This is simply a medical miracle! 

Everyone present, even Zhu Qingshan, the dean of Chinese medicine, had to sigh, Yu Sheng is the real 

eternal genius doctor, the true dragon of nine days! 

Zhang Wanqiu’s beautiful eyes were shining with splendor, and his complexion was as if a fire was 

burning, and he couldn’t help thinking in his heart, Master Yu is such a character, his heart will soar 

above the nine heavens, and he must take the opportunity and must not miss it. 

Zhu Xiaoshu also looked at her master with a look of admiration. Seeing the people’s worship of her 

master, she felt a sense of pride in her heart. 

Magnolia’s face was also a little blush, maybe because of drinking. 

But at this moment, she looked at Yu Sheng, and her beautiful eyes were shining brightly, just like a 

woman looking at her husband. The greatness of her husband is also her own pride. 



Looking at everyone’s longing eyes, Yu Sheng smiled and said: “Okay, I won’t talk nonsense anymore, so 

I will give you this medicine, and it will be considered as fulfilling my promise to you.” 

Everyone nodded one after another, looking forward to it. 

“These four longevity pills belong to Miss Bai.” Yu Sheng said, picking up the four and putting them into 

a small porcelain bottle and handing them to Magnolia. 

“Thank you Master Yu!” Bai Yulan hurriedly took it with both hands, very excited. 

“Remember, your grandfather can only eat one, and you have to cut it into two and eat it twice, with an 

interval of one month, otherwise his body will not be able to withstand the huge impact of the 

medicine.” Yu Sheng reminded. 

“Yeah.” Magnolia nodded hurriedly. 

Seeing ten pills, Bai Yulan took four pills, Zhang Shengquan and others were very envious. 

When Yu Sheng saw this, he smiled and said: “The reason why I gave four white magnolias is because 

the main medicine of the longevity pill, Thousand-Year Wild Ginseng, was provided by Mr. Bai. If you can 

find the Thousand-Year Wild Ginseng, I can also refine the Longevity Pill for you. ” 

“Millennium wild ginseng is too rare. I have searched for decades, but I haven’t found one. It’s difficult.” 

Zhu Qingshan shook his head and said. 

Just now, Zhang Shengquan, who was still a little excited, immediately spread his hands. 

In this way, it is estimated that there is no such thing. 

“This one is for Doctor Zhu, and you can only take half of it. As long as half of it, you can fully recover 

from the old disease.” Yu Sheng picked up a longevity pill and handed it to Zhu Qingshan. 

Zhu Qingshan took it hurriedly, and his hands trembled slightly because of the transition of excitement. 

“Thank you, Doctor Yu!” Zhu Qingshan said with a trembling voice. He had waited too long for his illness 

to recover. 

With that said, he said that he split the Longevity Pill into two on the spot, and then swallowed half of it. 

Everyone looked at Zhu Qingshan’s changes, hoping to see a miracle happen. 

And a few seconds after Zhu Qingshan took the Longevity Pill, his face instantly turned red, his entire 

skin turned red instantly, and a lot of sweat came out. 

Zhu Qingshan feels like a magical warm current is flowing everywhere in his body. 

My body is like a yellow earth with mottled cracks and drought for many years, and this warm current, 

like mild clean water, quickly fills up the cracks in the yellow earth and nourishes the entire land. 

He could clearly feel his tenacious old injury, and he started to repair it quickly. He couldn’t help but his 

eyes widened, showing an expression of disbelief!  
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“Master Yu…this, this is really amazing! The old disease that has plagued me for decades has been 

completely healed within a few minutes!” 

Zhu Qingshan’s eyes filled with tears, Dou Da’s tears flowed down her cheeks. 

Over the years, he was tortured and collapsed by the old illness. Not only did he have no way to treat 

the illness and save people by himself, but he was also in danger of losing his life at any time, and his life 

was extremely painful. 

The only thing that comforted him was his granddaughter Zhu Xiaoshu. 

Fortunately, Zhu Xiaoshu had let him down, or he didn’t know the meaning of keeping on living. 

But now, half a longevity pill for the rest of his life, directly and completely healed him. 

This can be said to be incredible, and it is no longer able to describe it in words! 



Puff! 

Zhu Qingshan knelt down, and the old tearfully said: “Master Yu, you are my second parent to wish 

Qingshan. If you don’t dislike it, I hope Qingshan will follow you when you let go of everything, and you 

will never hesitate!” 

Suffering from illness and pain, once he recovered, the ups and downs made him feel excited. 

Everyone saw Zhu Qingshan recover like this on the spot, and they admired the god pill refined for the 

rest of his life even more! 

This longevity pill alone is worth more than ten thousand gold. After I get it, I won’t sell it for any 

amount of money! 

Yu Sheng looked at Zhu Qingshan with excitement, and hurriedly got up and walked over to help him up, 

saying: “Mr. Zhu, I have taken your mind, but you are an elder after all, so don’t salute me anymore.” 

Being kneeled by an old man in his 50s and 60s to express his loyalty, for the rest of his life, I was really 

uncomfortable and didn’t want to. 

Zhu Qingshan was helped by Yu Sheng, and said hurriedly: “Why then, Master Yu is the benefactor of 

the next…” 

Yu Sheng smiled and said, “But I’m just Xiaoshu’s master, and you are her grandfather, no matter how 

you say you are the same as me.” 

Zhu Qingshan shook his head and said: “This does not affect, we have our own rituals.” 

For the rest of his life, seeing that he was very stubborn, he stopped talking, smiled and returned to his 

place. 

Then he took another longevity pill to Zhang Shengquan and said, “Zhang, this is the god pill I promised 

you. I think you know the magic of this pill. I won’t say more, cherish it. Whether I can refine this kind of 

pill, no one can tell.” 

Zhang Shengquan took the longevity pill and nodded excitedly: “Thank you, Master Yu, I know, this 

longevity pill is not a last resort, I will not take it lightly!” 

Yu Sheng nodded, and after dividing the Longevity Pill, he took out another bottle of Johnson’s Pill. 

Because there are many people selling crocodile offal in the black market, Du Fei also bought a lot, so Yu 

Sheng refined two furnaces of Qiangsheng Pill. 

Although the Qiangsheng Pill is not as abnormal as the Longevity Pill, for the martial artist, the 

Qiangsheng Pill is more effective than the Longevity Pill. 

Because he can not only repair bones and heal injuries, but also quickly repair the broken sea of qi, so 

that martial artists who have been subjected to martial arts can have the opportunity to practice again. 

Moreover, the medicinal properties of Longevity Pill are biased towards prolonging life and treating 

chronic diseases and old injuries. 

The medicinal properties of Qiangsheng Pill are biased towards treatment of hard life, such as broken 

bones. 

For different people to come to the main property, the two actually have their own merits. 

After Yu Sheng explained the medicinal properties of Johnson’s Pill to everyone, he first picked up two of 

them and handed them to Magnolia, and said: “Give you two, one for your uncle’s treatment, and one 

for them to keep for later use.” 

“Okay, thank you Master Yu!” Magnolia nodded excitedly, her eyes full of brilliance. 

“I heard that you are also a martial artist. Give these three to you. Don’t use them lightly, because at a 

critical moment, they can save your life or make you rebuild and become a martial artist. By the way, 

what I told you yesterday is for you. Grandpa’s one, so you can get medicinal materials next time.” Yu 



Sheng picked up three more to Zhang Wanqiu. 

“Well, thank you Master Yu!” Zhang Wanqiu’s excited hands trembled a little, and he didn’t know what 

to say. 

Yu Sheng packed up the remaining five and handed it to Zhu Xiaoshu, and said with a smile: “These five 

will belong to you, practice and study hard, and don’t disappoint your grandfather’s expectations of 

you.” 

“Master, I will definitely work hard!” Zhu Xiaoshu nodded with a firm expression. 

After taking the medicine, Yu Sheng let everyone drink and eat. 

But at this time, Magnolia suddenly took out a luxury car key and handed it to Yu Sheng.  
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“Master Yu, this Bugatti Hermes special edition will be exhibited at the Qiancheng International Auto 

Show tomorrow. I have ordered it in advance and can pick up the car tomorrow.” Bai Yulan gave Yu 

Sheng the car key like a smart bracelet. 

Ordinary Bugatti generally only costs more than 20 million, but the Hermès special edition costs more 

than 40 million. It is a luxury car among the real luxury cars. It can be said that the entire Qian Province 

is the only one ordered by Magnolia. 

Seeing that Magnolia was so generous, everyone was a little surprised. 

Yu Sheng wanted to decline, he thought it would be good to drive the r8, the Bugatti sports car is a bit 

too cool, he is not such a high-profile person. 

But after thinking about it, Bai Yulan would have thoughts if she didn’t accept it, so she nodded and 

accepted it directly. 

“Master Yu, this is a villa on the top of Huashan Mountain. It was renovated yesterday. You can move in 

at any time. With a little care, Master Yu must accept it.” Zhang Shengquan didn’t fall behind and 

hurriedly took out a bunch of villas. The key to the mansion was handed to Yu Sheng. 

Huashan Hilltop Villa is a single-family mansion, covering a large area, worth about 50 million yuan. 

Seeing that Zhang Shengquan was so generous, Magnolia raised her eyebrows involuntarily. 

Thinking of the look in Zhang Wanqiu’s eyes at Yu Sheng before, she couldn’t help but feel a sense of 

hostility in her heart. 

Zhang Family is going to be his enemy, Zhang Wanqiu is going to compete with him for the rhythm of 

the rest of his life. 

Seeing Bai Yulan and Zhang Shengquan sending luxury cars and luxury homes, Zhu Qingshan said 

embarrassedly: “Doctor Yu, I’m really sorry, I have a few antiques, but I don’t have them with me. I…” 

Yu Sheng waved his hand and said with a smile: “I wish the genius doctor don’t compare with them. 

Besides, the three thousand-year-old medicinal herbs you sent me the day before yesterday are 

priceless. I would like to thank you very much. That’s it.” 

Zhu Qingshan’s face was overjoyed, and he said, “As long as Yu Shen has the medicine, it will be fine, 

and I will send it to Yu Shen Yi when I find the best medicinal materials in the future.” 

Yu Sheng nodded, and said: “Okay, when I am doing alchemy, I will remember you.” 

Zhu Qingshan hurriedly thanked him: “Thank you, wise doctor Yu.” 

Yu Sheng glanced at the car key of the smart bracelet in front of him, then at the key of the mansion, 

smiled, and said, “Don’t give these bells and whistles in the future. If you have the money, please give 

me some top-quality medicinal materials.” 

Bai Yulan and Zhang Shengquan nodded hurriedly, and Zhang Shengquan said, “Don’t worry, Master Yu, 



my old man is in the medicinal material business. I will let him show me some of the best medicinal 

materials. I will charge him a high price. .” 

Bai Yulan also said: “Master Yu, next time someone takes the best medicinal materials for auction, I will 

definitely accept it for him at a high price.” 

Yu Sheng nodded. Anyway, these two people are not bad money owners, and there is nothing in the 

best medicinal materials I asked them to help. Just give them more good medicines when the time 

comes. 

“Okay, eat first.” 

Yu Sheng said, turning to the waiter: “Change the dishes and get them hot.” 

“Okay Brother Yu.” The waiters all know Yu Sheng. This emperor bag is reserved for the rest of his life, 

and it is usually not open to the outside world. 

“Come on, drink first.” Yu Sheng raised his glass and signaled everyone to toast. 

After a cup, Magnolia suddenly said, “Master Yu, at the auto show tomorrow, let’s pick up the car 

together.” 

Yu Sheng thought for a while, nodded and said, “Okay, you can call me then, as long as I’m not busy, just 

go.” 

“Yeah.” Magnolia nodded in excitement. 

Zhang Wanqiu saw that Yu Sheng was going to accompany Magnolia to the auto show, and she was a 

little envious. She wanted to invite Yu Sheng to see the mansion, but when she saw her father shook his 

head, she gave up again. 

Next, the hot dishes were changed, and a few people ate and drank enough before leaving.  

Chapter: 468 

After the meal, Magnolia took her private plane back to Beijing. 

She wants to send the Longevity Pill and Johnson Pill back as soon as possible. 

On her special plane, Bai Yulan thought about giving herself four Longevity Pills for the rest of her life. 

She thought about it and decided to keep one privately. 

She has already seen the magical effect of this longevity pill. This is a god pill that can save her life at a 

critical time. She left one privately, and in case of any trouble or danger in the future, she will definitely 

save her life. Treasures. 

Anyway, to cure his grandfather’s illness, just one is enough, and the remaining two can be dealt with as 

grandpa wants to deal with. 

Thinking about this, Bai Yulan took out the pill bottle, poured out a longevity pill, and hid it in her bag. 

This thing is too expensive. She feels that it is normal for her to be a little selfish. Grandpa can’t use it up 

anyway. 

So Magnolia didn’t have much pressure in her heart. 

Two hours later, I returned to Shangjing. 

Seeing his granddaughter came back, the eyes of the old man who was lying halfway on the sofa lit up, 

and his whole body became more energetic. 

The rest of his life rescued him last time, and there is no way to improve his system. He is still a little old 

and sick, but he is also a warrior, and he seems to be still energetic. 

But in fact, only he himself knows his situation. 

Although he can move around now, his life is already too much. 

So he placed all his hopes on Yu Sheng, hoping that Yu Sheng could really refine the Longevity Pill to 



continue his life. 

If you can live, no one wants to die. 

Even if they are 70-80s, there are few who don’t want to live longer. 

“Yulan, Master Yu has made a longevity pill?” Old man Bai asked a little excitedly, sitting half upright. 

Magnolia hurriedly stepped forward to support Elder Bai and nodded and said, “Well, I have done it. 

Master Yu is very generous and directly gave me three longevity pills. Master Yu also said that only one 

can cure your grandfather’s illness. , And it can increase your ten-year lifespan.” 

“Really? Give me the Longevity Pill!” Old Bai said excitedly. 

Magnolia nodded, took out the pill bottle and handed it to Mr. Bai. 

Mr. Bai took the pill bottle and hurriedly opened it, and he was immediately attracted by the strong 

fragrance of the longevity pill. 

He couldn’t wait to get one, so he wanted to swallow it in one bite. 

Magnolia hurriedly stopped and said: “Grandpa, Master Yu said, the longevity pill is too effective. Your 

body cannot support the properties of one pill. You can only take half of it, and then the other half will 

take a month later. .” 

“Well, follow Master Yu’s instructions.” Old Bai smiled and asked Bai Yulan to help him make the 

Longevity Pill into two. 

Magnolia took the longevity pill to get it, and Mr. Bai asked again: “By the way, does Zhu Qingshan eat 

the longevity pill too?” 

Magnolia nodded and said, “Well, I wish the genius doctor eat it.” 

Mr. Bai asked, “How is the effect?” 

Bai Yulan thought of the scene of Zhu Qingshan taking Longevity Pill at that time. It was so amazing, she 

couldn’t help but said: “The doctor Zhu just took half a pill. After ten seconds, the effect will be effective. 

Within a few minutes, his old illness will disappear. It’s all cured, it’s like a god descending to the world 

to rescue him.” 

“Really?” 

As soon as he heard this, the old man became agitated, and he was a little uncomfortable in his words: 

“It’s really so magical…Hurry up, cut it out for me, I want to take medicine!” 

The people next to him immediately brought a glass of warm water, and Bai Xuehai and Bai Yutang and 

his son also rushed over. 

“Yulan, has Master Yu really made a divine pill?” Bai Xuehai couldn’t wait to ask as soon as he entered 

the door. 

“Yeah.” White Magnolia nodded, and took half of the Longevity Pill and handed it to the old man. 

The old man Bai took it and threw it in his mouth. 

The longevity pill melts in the mouth and does not need to be swallowed with warm water. 

“Master, water.” The servant handed the water to the master. 

“No, it’s already melted.” Lao Tzu waved his hand and quietly waited for the action of the god pill. 

Bai Xuehai and Bai Yutang also looked at the old man one after another, looking forward to the miracle.  
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Soon, the old man discovered that the pill was transformed into a burst of energy, which swept through 

all the meridians under his body. 

Immediately afterwards, Lao Tzu seemed to feel that his whole body was repeatedly injected with 

tremendous energy. 



This energy is not like internal force, it is very magical. He can clearly feel that this energy is repairing his 

broken internal organs, body functions, and so on. 

But what shocked Bai Xuehai and others was that they actually saw the white hair on the old man’s 

head, slowly turning into black hair… 

This is simply incredible! 

This is the elixir! 

“Master Yu, really a god-man!” Bai Xuehai said in shock. 

Magnolia was also shocked by her grandfather’s changes. This is really amazing! 

They have never seen this kind of medical phenomenon. 

This is rejuvenation! 

“It’s great! It’s great! Master Yu is really a god!” The old man Bai couldn’t suppress the excitement in his 

heart, and he blurted out with a laugh! 

“Dad, congratulations on your rejuvenation and ten years younger!” Bai Xuehai smiled. 

“Congratulations, grandpa rejuvenating!” 

“Congratulations, Grandpa is ten years younger again!” 

Bai Yulan and Bai Yutang also hurriedly congratulated the old man. 

The old man Bai was very excited, and it took a few minutes before he calmed down the excitement. 

He looked at Magnolia and said earnestly: “O Magnolia, if my Bai family can get a good son-in-law like 

Master Yu, I can at least live to be a hundred years old. You and the people in the family are likely to live 

a hundred years old. Once a family can live over a hundred years old for three consecutive generations, 

it is simply a god-like family, and no one can shake it!” 

Magnolia felt the same way. Her grandfather was originally a dying person, but after Master Yu’s 

treatment, she immediately became sober, and then Master Yu refined the Longevity Pill, forcibly 

making her grandfather ten years younger. It is a medical miracle, something impossible to accomplish. 

How many centenarians can there be in the world? Very few! 

And if the soul of a big family can live over a hundred years old, it is simply the family’s greatest fortune 

and wealth. 

Because the family can only develop and grow in the hands of soul characters, and it will not decline so 

quickly. 

Once the soul figure dies, it will immediately fall into a group of dragons without a leader, you are 

fighting for me. 

The decline of many families is due to the sudden death of the souls and there is no time to confess the 

funeral, which makes the descendants of the family scramble for the property and split the family. 

The final result is that the Nuo Da family finally declined and finally perished. 

“Grandpa, I will try my best to catch Master Yu.” Bai Yulan nodded firmly. 

Then she took out the Johnson Pill to Bai Xuehai and said, “Uncle, this is the Johnson Pill that Master Yu 

promised you. He said that the Johnson Pill can not only cure people’s old ailments, but also quickly 

repair the broken sea of qi. He told me I tell you that the remaining Johnson Pill is likely to save your life 

at a critical moment. I hope you will cherish it.” 

Bai Xuehai took the medicine bottle of Johnson’s Pill, and his excited hands trembled. Seeing that there 

were three Johnson’s Pills, he had to sigh, Master Yu was so interesting! 

“Yulan, help me tell Master Yu, Bai Xuehai remembers his love, as long as there is a need, Bai Xuehai will 

be there!” Bai Xuehai said excitedly. 



He also knows that the benefits of being with Yu Sheng, of course, the most important point is that Yu 

Sheng has indeed helped their family too much, and he must thank Yu Sheng.  
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Witnessing the magic of the Longevity Pill once again, Bai Yulan held the longevity pill that she had 

privately left in her hand when she slept, thinking about the magic of refining the pill for the rest of her 

life, she felt a warm feeling in her heart. 

Early the next morning, Magnolia returned to Qiancheng from Shangjing. She went to the auto show to 

pick up the car for the rest of her life today, but she couldn’t miss the opportunity to drive a top sports 

car with Yu Sheng. 

With excitement, after arriving in Qiancheng, Magnolia made up her outfit again before calling Yu 

Sheng. 

“Master Yu, the auto show is about to begin, where are you, I will pick you up?” Magnolia said softly as 

soon as the call was connected. 

“Miss Bai, I’m really sorry, the project approval has been completed, and I promised to invite Xie Shujie 

to dinner, and I won’t go to the auto show.” Yu Sheng’s apologetic voice came from the phone. 

“Oh, this way, the project is important, so let’s go get it another day.” Bai Yulan felt a little lost, but 

when she thought that the science and technology park project had come down, she wanted to open it 

too. 

She is not the kind of emotional person, and she knows how serious things are. 

Although the opportunity to date the rest of your life is rare, the science and technology park project is 

more important. 

But for the rest of her life, she was also going to the auto show, just to relax. 

In fact, Yu Sheng had an appointment with Xie Weihao for dinner. He just didn’t want to give Magnolia 

too many opportunities, so he rejected Magnolia. 

However, when the project came down, he planned to ask Zhang Shengquan to take a look at the site of 

the Science and Technology Park. 

According to the proposal of the city boss, they came to the Qiangui Mountain to inspect. 

Qiangui Mountain is just a place name in the new district, far away from the outskirts of the city, not 

very far away from Huashan, facing each other in the distance. 

Under the measurement of a group of staff, Yu Sheng finally came to see a mountain range with a good 

view of mountains and water. 

These are just a few small hills, very well developed and endless. 

The staff surveyed roughly, including the entire uninhabited area outside Qiangui Mountain, which is 

about 30 square kilometers across the three major urban areas of Qiancheng. 

“Just buy this mountain range, Yu Qin, you accompany Mr. Zhang to the city to ask them in the 

afternoon.” Yu Sheng said to Yu Qin next to him after seeing the results of the staff’s measurement. 

“If there are no competitors, more than 10 million can be won, but if there are competitors, it is hard to 

say.” Zhang Shengquan nodded and said. 

As soon as Zhang Shengquan’s words fell, he saw a group of motorcades approaching, and then a group 

of people got off the car, seeming to be surveying the mountains. 

“It’s the Zuo family, do they want to buy this mountain area too?” Zhang Shengquan looked at the 

person who came over and whispered beside Yu Sheng. 

The Zuo family is one of the four old-fashioned families in Qiancheng. They are very strong. If they are 



simply compared with money, they may not be as good as Xia Jun, but when they switch to the Internet, 

they are not inferior to Xia Jun’s Xia family at all. 

The strength of the Zuo family is much stronger than that of the Zhang family. 

“Ah, isn’t this Mr. Zhang? Why, is your Zhang family interested in this piece of land?” A twenty-four-

year-old young man in front recognized Zhang Shengquan at a glance, and went straight to Zhang 

Shengquan’s body and stretched out. hand. 

As for the rest of his life, he automatically ignored it. 

Yu Sheng has always been low-key, and has never exposed his identity in front of the media, so very few 

people know his identity. 

Coupled with his casual dress, Zuo Wenyu didn’t look down on him even more. For the first time, he 

thought Yu Sheng was a staff member brought by Zhang Shengquan. 

“Ah, it turned out to be Zuo Young Master. Fortunately, I will be lucky.” Zhang Shengquan shook Zuo 

Wenyu’s hand with a smile on his face. 

Zuo Wenyu looked at Yu Qin, his eyes lit up, and he smiled: “Mr. Zhang, your little secretary is pretty, 

where did you get it?” 

Zhang Shengquan laughed and said, “Of course it’s the talent market. Is it possible that you can recruit 

people casually on the street.” 

When Zuo Wenyu heard this, he also laughed, and said, “Mr Zhang is quite humorous.” 

Zhang Shengquan smiled ho ho, and asked, “Did Mr. Zuo come here because he has taken a fancy to this 

piece of land?”  

 


